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ABSTRACT
Tourism plays most important role in the rise of countries for preserving cultural memory and approaching
peace. Sentiment analysis helps in analyzing the point of view or the emotion expressed by the people for different
organizations or business applications. The author applies the Sentiment analysis to the review given by people on
twitter about Indian tourism. Twitter is an online forum where users are allowed to share and post their thoughts in
the format of tweets with a big audience. Sentiment Analysis on twitter helps in analyzing whether the emotion is
positive, neutral or negative. The intent of the author is to examine people’s observation about the Indian tourism by
using twitter dataset and do online reviews of all the users and put forward a new model for developing the tourism
business and they’re by increasing business gains by managing websites. In this paper, the author recommended
domain specific ontology based on sentiment analysis method and created a Indian tourism based ontology ConceptNet and the production of Indian tourism analysis is done by using sentiment analysis algorithm. The
analysis of the tweets is done in 4 steps: (1) gathering the data i.e. the comments from twitter commented by
customers (2) pre-processing the unnecessary symbols or catch-phrases (3) identifying the review as positive,
negative or neutral (4) summarizing the results into graphs. The paper proposes novel technique to perform these
tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Online reputation is one of the most precious
assets for brands. A bad review on social media can be
costly to a company if not handled properly and swiftly.
Twitter is a major source of customer insight. In fact,
people use it to express all sort of feelings,
observations, beliefs and opinions about a variety of
topics. By performing Twitter sentiment analysis, we
can unleash the power of this data and use it as a
valuable asset.
Let’s say a company has just launched a new
product feature and it notices a sharp increase in
mentions on Twitter. However, receiving tons of
mentions doesn’t necessarily mean a good thing. Are
customers tweeting more because they’re expressing
good things about this new feature? Or are customer’s
actually complaining about the feature having lots of
bugs? Performing Twitter sentiment analysis can be an
excellent way to understand the tone of those mentions
and obtain real-time insights on how users are
perceiving the new product. In this paper, the author is
concern with person's assumption about Indian travel
industry since India is the delightful nation, all are
intrigued to visit India. Since twitter is the huge corpus
of information, twitter message has taken for this
exploration to know the individual’s notion. At last we
present semantic examination idea which worry about
the semantic importance of the word. It would be
characterized in to two kinds relevant semantic and
theoretical semantic. Logical semantic arrangements
with considering about neighboring word. Calculated

semantic of the word relies upon outside information,
for example, ontologies and semantic organization.
Sentistrength is the openly accessible asset. It ascertains
the positive and negative supposition score in short
content. Positive notion esteem ranges from 1 (not
positive) to 5 (incredibly certain) and negative
assumption esteem ranges from - 1 (not negative) to - 5
(amazingly negative). It is basically created for webbased media web text. For instance, 'I appreciate
playing in the recreation center however the dread of
creepy crawlies prevents me from doing as such', the
term appreciate gives positive score 3, the term dread
gives negative score - 4. So, the general notion of the
above sentence is max [3, - 4]. It yields - 1 which means
negative assumption.
SentiWordNet is a notion dictionary holding
extremity score of the supposition words. It has around
3 million words including things, action words,
qualifiers, modifiers. For the most part terms in
SentiWordNet arranged into four classes to be specific
descriptor, qualifier, action word and thing.
SentiWordNet was worked by utilizing WordNet, this
depends on 'pack of Synet' model. This dictionary holds
promoter word rundown and emoji query table.
SentiWordNet has three scores.
The objective of this project is to show how
sentimental analysis can help firms/organizations and
business associations to get a handle on their client's
criticism with respect to their item and improve the
client experience.

II. RELATED WORK
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Our work is closely related to Vallikannu
Ramanathan and T.Meyyappan’s work on semantic
classification of reviews based on Oman tourism. They
examine the effect of four factors that is domain
specific ontology, entity specific opinion extraction,
combined lexicon-based approach and conceptual
semantic sentiment analysis to determine the sentiment
analysis of tweets about Oman tourism. They
experiment the analysis using Naive Bayes approach.
They show that the accuracy achieved combining
lexicon-based approach results into 79.43%. However,
the performance using Naive Bayes is limited since
Naive Bayes classifier makes a very strong assumption
on the shape of data distribution, i.e. any two features
are independent given the output class. Our work differs
from theirs in this aspect i.e. we analyze the tweets
using Semantic sentiment analysis algorithm.
Go et al [2] explored sentiment analysis with the
development of Twitter as a wellspring of general
conclusion. The creator utilized "emojis" for tweet
marking, and utilized unigrams, bigrams and Part-ofSpeech labels as highlights. Diverse grouping
calculation, for example, Naive Bayes, SVM and
Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) have been utilized and
analyzed. The creator tried their frameworks on
physically and named test set of 359 tweets, and
accomplished a maximum exactness of 83.0% utilizing
MaxEnt classifier on unigram and bigram highlights.
One significant test actually remains is treatment of
close to nonpartisan tweets.
Garg and Chatterjee [13] used Naive Bayes and MaxEnt
classifiers in a two-venture strategy to initially group
target versus abstract (unbiased) tweets and, at that
point in the subsequent advance to characterize target
tweets into positive versus negative sentiment. The
creators found that solitary advance classifiers outflank
such strategies.
Boia et al [10] experimented on marking of tweets
utilizing emojis. The creators demonstrated that the
majority of the mistaken marking occurred for tweets
containing impartial sentiment which were either given
a positive or negative name. This shows that emojibased marking recognizes positive and negative
sentiment quite well, in any case, that isn't the situation
with unbiased tweets.
Kiritchenko et al [8] describes the state-of-the-art
sentiment analysis framework which recognizes the
sentiment of short casual literary messages including
tweets. Their framework utilized sentiment highlights
got principally from tweet-explicit sentiment
vocabularies. The creator additionally produced a
different vocabulary for discredited words. Point-wise
Mutual Information (PMI) was utilized as a measure to
dole out the scores.
Our work is also related to but different from subjective
genre classification, sentiment classification, text
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summarization and terminology finding. We discuss
each of them below.
Current resources for sentiment analysis suffer many
deficiencies:
• The problem in sentiment analyis is classifying the
polarity of a given text at the sentence or
feature/aspect level
• Whether the communicated assessment in a
sentence or a substance include/viewpoint is
positive, negative or neutral.
• Failed Naive Bayes technique - The principle
impediment of Naive Bayes is the suspicion of
autonomous indicator highlights. Naive Bayes
certainly expects that all the characteristics are
commonly autonomous. In actuality, it's practically
inconceivable that we get a lot of indicators that are
totally autonomous or each other.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
We propose novel method based on domain specific
ontology. We constructed our own Indian tourism
ontology.
1. Domain Specific Ontology
The engineering of ConceptNet is more appropriate
to being steadily refreshed, being populated from
various information sources, and looking in complex
questions are important to find good judgment
analogies.
In the proposed method, the utilization of
ConceptNet to assemble space explicit philosophy for
Indian Tourism, further creator augments the
metaphysics by incorporating the ontologies of related
areas for the best inclusion of explicit highlights.

Fig 1: Domain specific ontology
In the above figure, the creator shows the formation of
Ontology for Indian travel industry, the creator builds
cosmology for 'Cultures and religions', at that point
consolidate both the ontologies 'Indian the travel
industry' and 'Social and religions by interfacing with
new connection 'HasA'. Essentially, this can expand the
travel industry philosophy by adding sport exercises
and so on to make total Indian tour.
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2.Entity Specific opinion extraction
Entities are recognized using the tourism ontology
designed in domain specific ontology mentioned above.
For instance, consider the tweet message 'India is the
correct spot for wild safaris', wild safari is an element
for which the sentiment is connoted. Ordinarily, thing is
treated as an element. Here, wild safari is a thing and
the word 'right' is the modifier which passes on the
positive assessment. To follow out the substance in
each tweet Part-of-speech labels are utilized.
Consider an example, ‘Holy city of Varanasi’.
Here, Varanasi and city are treated as elements since it
watches the standard of all things to be considered as
elements. After the extraction of things, these things are
counted with area explicit cosmology – Indian the travel
industry ideas. Superfluous highlights are eliminated
with the assistance of cosmology. The assessment is
finished by testing twitter with object-trait sets in
metaphysics. So till now what we have done is ordered
the words as certain or negative. How about we proceed
onward ahead and ascertain the sentiment score, this is
finished with the assistance of Lexicon based
methodology.
3. Lexicon Based approach
This methodology helps in figuring the extremity
score of the tweets. It depends on three existing
sentiment vocabularies - SentiStrength is utilized for
figuring the positive and negative sentiment score,
SentiWordNet ascertains the extremity score of words
and Opinion Lexicon-speaks to the most established
sentiment word reference.
It ascertains the positive and negative sentiment
score in short content. Positive sentiment esteem goes
from 1 (not positive) to 5 (positive) and negative
sentiment esteem goes from - 1 (not negative) to - 5
(negative ).For instance, "the outing was extraordinary",
so subsequent to cleaning and arranging the terms as
certain and negative in this sentence, by the previously
mentioned ideas, presently there are two words that is
excursion and incredible. Here, incredible is positive
word consequently give the worth 5 and the word trip is
a nonpartisan word so 0 (for unbiased terms we dole out
0). So, the general sentiment of the above sentence is
[1,0] which implies a positive sentiment.In view of
instinct, the creator doles out the qualities of a couple of
regularly utilized intensifiers and action words with
values going from - 1 to +1. Consider the table below:
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TABLE 1 Lexicon Based Approach
VERB

STRENGTH

ADVERB

STRENGTH

Love
adore
like
enjoy
reject
impres
s
attract
dislike

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
-0.2

complete
most
totally
extremely
too

+1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

0.5

any

-0.2

0.4
-0.7

not
less

-0.8
-0.6

4. System Architecture

Fig 2: System Architecture
The proposed system consists of the following modules:
➢ Data gathering/ data acquisition
➢ Pre-processing
➢ Polarity Calculation
➢ Classification

 DATA ACQUISITION
The author assembles popular conclusion
dependent on gathered hash label identified with sees
about Indian the travel industry including Twitter top
patterns, here it utilizes Tweepy API. The creator has
made a record on Tweepy API connected to our Twitter
account. To recover the tweets, Tweepy API
acknowledges boundaries and gives the Twitter record's
information consequently. Recovered tweets, from
Twitter accounts, were spared in the information base
under the accompanying fields: twitter_id, hashtag,
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tweet_created, user_id, screen_name, tweet_text,
retweet_count, follower_count, and favourite_count of
each tweet.

 PRE-PROCESSING
Twitter is a micro-blog where people generally
Twitter is a miniature blog where individuals by and
large write in a conversational style. Tweets are known
to be loud for any content mining task as they contain
various images that don't have any helpful data and
make further processing ineffectual. Thusly this model
incorporates successful pre-processing stage which
eliminates unimportant images from tweets and
henceforth, viable catchphrases can be separated. The
means for pre-processing are as per the following:
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where a negative score implies a negative sentiment and
a positive score implies a positive sentiment while the
zero worth is viewed as an impartial sentiment. A score
of subjectivity alloted to each tweet depends on whether
it is speaking to an emotional importance or a goal
meaning; the scope of subjectivity score is likewise
from 0 to 1 where an incentive close to 0 speaks to
objective and close to 1 abstract.

 CLASSIFICATION
Based on the polarity result we can classify the
tweets into negative, positive and neutral reviews and
also calculate the overall percentages. After getting the
result we display the graphs based on the reviews.
IV. RESULT

i. Remove username and re-tweet symbol: Tweets
often contain usernames starting with the image '@'.
Once in a while a tweet is likewise re-tweeted, which
implies a tweet by any client is shared again by
different clients and it contains the image of retweet.
These client names and re-tweet image don't contribute
any criticalness to watchword extraction and go about
as clamor. In this way, usernames and re-tweet images
are eliminated.
ii. Remove URLs: Any URL joins showing up in the
tweets are re-moved as the model zeros in just on the
printed part of the tweet and URLs go about as
superfluous commotion while catchphrases are
extricated.
iii. Remove hash tags: The Hash tag i.e. # before a
word such as #IndianTourismis removed to get ‘Indian Tourism’.
iv. Tokenization: Each term in a tweet is treated as a
token. Tokens are the essential constituents of a
tweet/text. Leave T alone the arrangement of tweets
which is spoken to as T = {T1, T2, T3,…, T i | i is the
number of tweets}. At that point each tweet in T is prehandled and its terms are treated as tokens.
Let t be the set of tokens represented as t = {t1, t2,
t3,…, tk }. t incorporates tokens from all the tweets of T
where the quantity of tokens in the set T is k.
v. Stop word removal: A standard rundown of stop
words is made and these stop words are then taken out
from the set.

Fig 3: Spyder Environment

 POLARITY CALCULATION
Sentiment analysis can give important bits of
knowledge from online media stages by recognizing
feelings or assessments from an enormous volume of
information present in unstructured configuration.
Sentiment analysis incorporates three extremity classes,
which are negative, nonpartisan and positive. The
extremity of each tweet is controlled by relegating a
score from −1 to 1 dependent on the words utilized,
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Fig 4: Sentiment Analysis
The figure above shows the pie chart that was used to
justify the various percentages of tweets that bore
positive, negative or neutral sentiments. It can be noted
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that the more than half of the tweets are positive about
Indian tourism which represents that people have
approved the tourism in India. The neutral sector
denotes those tweets which either were not so clear with
their stance on the Indian tourism or probably were
indifferent about the tourism to form an opinion. The
negative sector denotes the view that the people
disapproved of the Indian tourism and expressed
dismay at it. The experimental studies performed
successfully show that the sentimental analysis and
lexical analysis techniques for sentiment classification
yield comparatively outperforming accurate results.
V. CONCLUSION
The aim of this report is focused mainly to
develop a system that performs sentimental analysis on
travel and tourism domain. In this project, the author
highlighted the importance of the processing of the
unstructured information provided in social networks
inorder to determine the feeling that a user has towards
the Indian tourism. In the future work, an adaptive
ensemble member weighting process is designed to
emphasize the importance of different ensemble
members, and avoid the effect of deleterious ensemble
members. NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon
can be used for calculation of emotion of the tweet It is
a collection of lexicons that was entirely created by
experts of National Research Council of Canada. This
lexicon collection can be used in a multitude of contexts
such as sentiment analysis, product marketing,
consumer behavior, and even political campaign
analysis. The technology uses a list of words that help
identify emotions, sentiment, as well as analyzing
hashtags, emoticons and word-colour associations.
The future internet comes with high requirements of
information dissemination, which motivate the research
community to find alternative solutions.
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